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Abstract-A system of equations which describe the dynamics of a thin two-dimensional free film 
is analyzed in the vicinity of rupture. These equations contain the effects of surface tension and van 
der Waals forces. A similarity solution is sought, and a dominant balance argument is proposed and 
supported with numerical calculations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Given a liquid film of uniform thickness, an initial disturbance to it can under certain conditions 
cause it to break apart. This breaking or pinching process has recently become a topic of consid- 
erable interest. Both the evolution up to and after the pinch-off has been studied. The evolution 
up to pinch-off is of interest because it can lend insight into the physical processes occurring 
during this singularity formation. The evolution after the pinch-off can influence the dynamics 
and stability of the remaining parts of the film. Here we will be concerned with a model of a thin 
film that accounts for the effects of surface tension and van der Waals forces. Our objective will 
be to identify the dynamics up to the breaking time. 
There have been an number of works recently concerned with the breaking of either thin 2D 
liquid films or axisymmetric threads of liquid. For example, DuPont et al. [I] analyzed the 
interfaces between two liquids under the influence of surface tension (but without van der Waals 
forces). Rupture in a finite time is observed numerically and the region near rupture is scrutinized 
for a similarity solution. The relative effects of inertia are assessed and found to be vital to the 
form of the solution near rupture: when they are ignored, the film width shrinks quadratically 
as the region of the pinch is approached spatially, while when they are included, the film shrinks 
linearly. In their analysis of droplet-breakup in Hele-Shaw cells, Constantin et al. [2] used the 
lubrication approximation (without van der Waals forces) to obtain an equation for the film 
thickness, which was analyzed numerically and analytically. Their main interest was in the 
description of the infinite-time breakage scenario for the film. Considering the finite-time rupture 
of thin fluid layers in Hele-Shaw flows, Goldstein et al. [3] studied a lubrication model for the 
dynamics of the fluid interfaces. Based upon their numerical studies, they concluded that the 
Bond number (van der Waals forces were not included in their model) plays a decisive role in the 
character of the solutions near rupture. Additionally, they investigated the region near rupture 
numerically and conjectured a power-law form for the interface (h 0; (t - t,.)fl where p was 
numerically found to be equal to 1.45 rt 0.05). Claiming the existence of “universal exponents,” 
Eggers [4] considered the rupture regions of thin axisymmetric threads of liquid. In the same 
context, i.e., the thinning of threads of liquid, Eggers and DuPont [5] analyzed the “pinching” 
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singularity observed experimentally. Their model equations included the effects of surface tension 
with the full curvature term, but neglected the role of van der Waals forces. Using an adaptive 
finite-difference algorithm, the region near rupture was analyzed, and it was found that viscosity 
plays an important role in the phenomena observed: without it, the slope of the interface becomes 
infinite before rupture occurs, while its inclusion makes the interface rupture the first singularity 
to appear. 
Our aim here is to study the breaking of a two-dimensional thin film. The model equa- 
tions we use were derived by Erneux and Davis [6] and include the effect of surface tension and 
van der Waals forces. We first examine the dominant balances in the evolution equations using 
similarity-type solutions in the temporal and spatial vicinity of rupture. Then we will solve the 
model equations numerically to verify the results of the analytical analyses. 
2. FORMULATION AND SIMILARITY SOLUTIONS 
We will use the two-dimensional free film equations of Erneux and Davis [6]. These equations 
were derived asymptotically in the long wave limit. For convenience, we summarize those equa- 
tions here. Consider an incompressible film of density p and dynamic viscosity I_L. Introduce a 
two-dimensional (z, Z) Cartesian coordinate system. Let b be the unit of length in the x-direction 
and let ho, the undisturbed film thickness, be the unit of length in the z-direction. In addition let 
p/bp be the unit of velocity and pb2/p the unit of time. Specify the symmetric film interfaces by 
z = fh(z,t) (h ere t is time), and the transverse component of the fluid velocity in the x-direction 
by ~(5, t). In the limit ho/b << 1, the leading-order evolution equations for these two quantities 
are then 
dh dh du 
at=-us-hz, 
du 
dt= 
(1) 
(2) 
where S = Topho/3p2 is a nondimensional constant which encompasses the dimensional surface 
tension 70, and A = ,ob2@6rh&2 is a dimensionless constant which encompasses the effects of 
van der Waals forces through the Hamaker constant A. We will assume periodicity on the interval 
z E [-1, l] so that about the origin 2 = 0, h is even (h(-z,t) = h(z,t)) and u is odd (2~(--5, t) = 
-U(Z, t)). Figure 1 demonstrates a typical unstable numerical solution to these equations. The 
parameter values are A = 1 and S = A/T 2. The initial conditions used are u(z,O) = 0 and 
h(z,O) = l/2 - (0.1) cos TX, and solutions are shown for t = O,O.l, 0.2,. . . ,1.4,1.5,1.52129982. 
Note that near rupture (h -+ 0 at 2 = 0), the numerical solution appears to have taken on a 
similarity form. Our aim is to identify this dynamics. Erneux and Davis [6] have shown that a 
uniform thickness film is linearly stable when S > 2A/7r 2. Hence, we will select our parameters 
to fail this stability criterion in order to observe rupture. 
In order to resolve the form of the solution near the point of breakage, we define the following 
similarity variables: 
7 = t, - t, (34 
6 = x7-y W) 
where t, is the time of rupture. We then assume the following forms for h and u: 
h = ~“3-1(~), 
u = 7U(Q. 
(44 
(4b) 
The forms of these solutions are suggested by the rapid variations in both space and time near 
the point of rupture. Substituting the similarity forms into the evolution equations (1) and (2), 
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Figure 1. Time series evolution of an unstable thin film for A = 1 and 5’ = A/$ = 
&/2. h(‘)(z, t) is shown for t = 0,0.1,0.2,. . . ,1.4,1.5,1.52129982. 
we obtain 
(5a) 
- rzr-PUu’ + 3&9p-3P7y + T-3a-p 3Al-L’ . 
8Fi4 (5b) 
Consider first equation (5a). Suppose we balance all the terms. Hence, the term representing 
the temporal derivative of /L(O) must balance with both of the terms on the right-hand side of the 
equation. Then we find that I? = /I - 1. 
Now consider the second equation (5b). Here there are several possible terms which could be 
balanced, each giving a different answer. We claim that the viscous and van der Waals terms 
must balance (this will be verified numerically later). Hence, this assumption implies that we 
need to balance the terms of 0(rrV2~) with those of 0(r-3a-a). This implies that cy = l/3. 
We note that in order for this result to be consistent we need l/2 < p < 213. Hence, we have 
determined that I? = ,0 - 1 and CY = l/3 but we have not determined the specific values of p 
and I?. We will show shortly that these are the only terms that balance in the equation near 
rupture, and hence, the values of p and r must be determined by asymptotically matching to 
the solution away from the rupture point. 
3. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
Here we will examine the forms of the film surfaces and velocities along with their derivatives 
in the vicinity of rupture, specifically, at z = 0. To obtain extreme spatial accuracy in the 
region near rupture while maintaining a reasonable execution time, an adaptive regridding finite- 
difference algorithm based upon that employed by DuPont et al. [l], Bernoff and Bertozzi [7], 
and Bertozzi [8] has been used to solve equations (1) and (2). This algorithm uses centered- 
difference approximations for the spatial derivatives along with an adaptive regridding scheme 
parameterized by the local radius of curvature of the fluid interface. As the rapid spatial varia- 
tion of the interface becomes more pronounced near breaking, additional collocation points are 
introduced locally to better resolve this region. Using this algorithm, we are able to focus much 
of our attention on the immediate vicinity of rupture, while allowing for less stringent standards 
of resolution in regions where spatial and temporal variations are not as pronounced. 
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Figure 2. log-log plots of the film thickness, stress and curvature at the origin vs. 7. 
The parameters used were A = 1 and S = A/n’. The final 30 points in each set are 
marked with symbols, while the remaining points are marked with dots. The dashed 
lines represent the best-fit lines. 
In Figure 2 we plot the quantities log,, h(0, t), log,, 1 a*k$‘t) 1 and log,, ]q] vs. log,,-, T 
where t, is determined as one-half timestep beyond the last time for which all values of h are 
positive. A linear regression performed on each graph will then allow us to determine the proper 
values of the exponents (Y, p and I’. As a representative example, we refer to Figure 2 which 
shows all three aforementioned quantities for A = 1, S = A/n2 and (h(s, 0), u(z,O)) = (l/2 - 
(0.1) COSCC, (0.1) sin?rz). This is the same case exhibited in Figure 1, and was started under the 
same condition, namely, 64 evenly spaced points over the interval [0, l] (symmetry employed) 
with an initial timestep of At = lo- 4. The values of the slopes of the lines corresponding to h 
and 2 are consistent with our dominant balance analysis of the previous section. In particular, 
the slope of the line corresponding to h should be equal to the exponent CX’, and its numerically 
computed value seems to suggest that a! = l/3. The results of a more systematic examination 
of the observed exponents are summarized in Table 1. In each case, the same initial conditions 
((h(z, 0), G, 0)) = (1/2-W) cos TX, (0.1) sin rz)) are used; and for each value of A = { 1,5, lo}, 
values of 5’ = (0, A/41r~, A/27r2, 3A/4n2, A/.rr2} are employed. For each value of A used, the values 
of the exponents are then averaged, with the results and their standard deviations presented in 
Table 1. From the values of the standard deviations, which never exceed approximately 2%, 
we see that the values of all exponents appear to be independent of S. We find, however, that 
while CY and I? - p appear to be independent of A (each is within an interval of approximately 
two standard deviations in width, and within approximately four standard deviations of their 
expected values of l/3 and -l), (Y - 2p, the exponent for $$(O, t) which would result from (4), 
is not (the interval needed to contain it is on the order of 20 standard deviations). Thus, our 
assumption concerning the balancing of the terms in equation (5) seems to be confirmed. 
As a final confirmation of the form of the similarity solution, we examine the relative sizes of 
each of the terms in equations (1) and (2) near breaking. In Figure 3 we depict time series for 
each of the terms in the evolution equations using the same parameters and initial conditions 
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Table 1. Results of a systematic study of the exponents in the similarity solution 
for the free film near breaking. For each value of A, values are averaged over S = 
(0, A/4x2, A/2rr2, 3A/4r2, A/x2}. 
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exponents A=1 A=5 A= 10 
CY 0.3438428 Z!C 0.002986701 0.3381307 f 0.00352386 0.3365617 f 0.003716294 
(Y - 2p -0.4422666 f 0.006927182 -0.5384250 f 0.012368135 -0.58326818 f 0.01416819 
r-p -1.0124770 zt 0.004877930 -1.0181044 f 0.004328344 -1.0192778 f 0.004913314 
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Figure 3. Time series showing the evolution of the terms in the evolution equa- 
tions for a thin film. Here A = 1, S = A/n2, and solutions are shown for t = 
0, 0.1,0.2, . , 1.4,1.5. This case is the same as that depicted in Figure 1. 
as in Figure 1. (This case is the same as that depicted in Figure 1, and solutions are shown 
at the same times, except for the final solution, which is not shown on this figure.) It is easily 
4i3221(O) seen that in the evolution equation for the leading-order transverse velocity, the terms at2, 
4( $L.$) (Q&Z)/~C’J) and 3A( %)/3h(‘J)” are each an order of magnitude larger than the other 
terms in the equation, thus further confirming the form of the similarity solution. We would 
now seem to have satisfactory proof as to the correct form of the similarity solution. Thus, we 
find that CY = l/3, and that r - ,f? = -1 but I? and p are undetermined. We speculate that 
the constants p and I’ are to be determined through a matching procedure to a more complex 
solution of the full evolution equations in the outer region away from the point of rupture. We 
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should note from Figure 3 that the dependent variables close to the rupture time are not order 
one as required in the original derivation of equations (1) and (2) (see [S]). Hence, it is possible 
that the model is no longer valid near rupture. A numerical solution of the complete equations of 
motion would seem to be necessary in order to satisfactorily answer the question of the validity 
of (1) and (2) near rupture. 
Our conclusion is slightly different from that of Eggers [4] who considered the existence of 
similarity solutions in the vicinity of rupture for thin axisymmetric threads of liquid. Neglecting 
the role of van der Waals forces (found to be crucial in our analysis) and including the full 
curvature term, he claims the existence of “universal” exponents which he obtains by balancing 
viscous and surface tension effects. His “universal” exponents are, in our notation, cy = I, 
p = l/2 and r = -l/2. In our case, however, we find that the inclusion of van der Waals forces 
makes a profound impact on the interplay of forces in the evolution equation for the velocity. In 
their consideration of the nonlinear stability of thin films on heated solid surfaces, Burelbach et 
al. [9] proposed a similarity-type solution for the special case of an isothermal film subject to 
van der Waals forces and constant surface tension. The functional form of their solution was 
slightly different than ours (c = z), as was their conclusion that Q: = 1; however, they claim that 
surface tension is subdominant to van der Waals forces. 
Conjecturing further, we speculate that there are several regions in which different terms 
dominate: there is a region in the vicinity of rupture in which viscosity and van der Waals 
forces are dominant (the region just considered); there is a region far from the rupture point in 
which the fluid interface and axial velocity are quasisteady; and there is an intermediate region 
which bridges the two. The difficulty in an analytically analysis of this problem would be this 
intermediate region since all of the terms are expected to balance there so an analytical solution 
does not seem promising. 
In conclusion, we note that we have identified a similarity form for the film thickness and trans- 
verse velocity of a two-dimensional thin free film near rupture. We have found that van der Waals 
and viscous forces dominate the evolution, still leaving a single degree of freedom (the value of 
either p or I’) in the precise specification of the form of the solution. This undetermined constant 
could in principle be determined through a matching procedure to the outer flow field away from 
the immediate vicinity of rupture. Similarity solutions of this type have been discussed by Baren- 
blatt and Zel’dovich [lo]. Finally we note that similar results have been found for the breaking 
of an axisymmetric thread of liquid with van der Waals forces by Ida [ll]. 
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